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Introduction
Parton model (LO QCD) predictions can give only the order of 
magnitude for cross sections and distributions:

- the scale of αS is not defined
- jets         partons: jet structure starts to appear only beyond LO

NLO corrections are required in order to obtain a reliable picture of 
distributions and obtain a better estimate of the corresponding rates 

 NLO calculations have been carried out over a period of about 30 years: 
the main difficulty was that one has to deal with infrared (IR) singularities           

S.Frixione, Z.Kunszt, A. Signer (1995)%
S.Catani, M. Seymour (1996)

 IR singularities affect real and virtual corrections and general methods 
exist to cancel them out in IR safe observables



Automation of NLO corrections

Combine available methods to 
compute real corrections.....
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with most efficient techniques for virtual corrections:

G.Ossola, C.Papadopoulos, R.Pittau (2007)%
K.Ellis, W.Giele, Z.Kunszt (2007)

The NLO revolution

“traditional” methods to evaluate tensor and 
scalar integrals

fully numerical evaluation based on reduction 
at the integrand level

A.Denner, S.Dittmaier (2006,2011)

For many years the bottleneck has been the computation of the relevant 
one-loop amplitudes  Enormous progress in the last 10 years



The NLO revolution

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO

BlackHat+Sherpa

OpenLoops+SherpaNJet

Helac-NLO

GoSam+Sherpa

 The final goal is really automatic NLO calculations

 specify process (input card)

 define cuts/distributions
 run and get the results

 The problem is “in principle” solved

 Matching to parton shower possible in the MC@NLO and POWHEG frameworks

 Various codes compete in scope, flexibility, speed…..



We can say that NNLO predictions are important at least in the following cases:

For those processes whose NLO corrections are comparable to 
the LO contributions

For those benchmark processes measured with high experimental 
accuracy

Higgs production at hadron colliders

- W and Z production
- heavy quark hadroproduction

Background processes (e.g. vector boson pair production, V+jets….)

Processes relevant to determine PDFs or that can hide new physics 
signals

high ET jet hadroproduction

Do we need NNLO at the LHC ?

Important to provide fiducial cross sections and distributions



Ingredients of NNLO calculations

Double virtual contribution with n resolved partons

Real-virtual contribution with 1 unresolved parton

Double-real contribution with 2 unresolved partons

Let us assume that the process involves n partons at LO        we need:

n n

+ c.c.

n+1

+ c.c.

n+2

. . . .

. .

. .

All the three contributions are divergent: how can we handle IR singularities ?



NNLO methods
Broadly speaking there are two approaches that we can follow:

Organize the calculation from scratch so as to cancel all the singularities

- sector decomposition
- antenna subtraction 
- “colourful” subtraction

- joint use of subtraction and sector decomposition

Start from an inclusive NNLO calculation and combine it with an NLO 
calculation for n+1 parton process

- qT subtraction

- “jettiness” method

- recently introduced “Born projection” method for VBF

R.Boughezal, C.Focke,X.Liu, F.Petriello (2015)%
F.Tackmann et al. (2015)

S.Catani, MG (2007)

M.Cacciari, F.Dreyer, A.Karlberg, G.Salam,G.Zanderighi (2015)

M.Czakon (2010,2011)%
R.Boughezal, K.Melnikov, F.Petriello (2011)

G, Somogyi, Z. Trocsanyi, V. Del Duca (2005, 2007)

A. & T.  Gehrmann, N. Glover (2005)

T. Binoth, G.Heinrich (2000,2004)  
C.Anastasiou, K.Melnikov, F.Petriello (2004)



Top production at NNLO

NNLO calculation for tt supplemented with 
soft-gluon resummation: residual scale 
uncertainties at the few % level

M.Czakon, P.Fielder, A.Mitov (2014)
Forward-backward asymmetry at NNLO

Further results expected soon

M.Brucherseifer, F.Caola,K.Melnikov (2014)

Single top

Parallel work done with antenna 
subtraction A.Gehrmann et al. (2014,2015)

_
P.Bernreuther, M.Czakon,A.Mitov (2012)%

M.Czakon, A.Mitov;  M.Czakon, P.Fielder, A.Mitov (2013)



W+jet at NNLO
R.Boughezal, C.Focke,X.Liu, F.Petriello (2015)

 First application of new 
“jettiness” method

 Small NNLO effect and significant 
reduction of scale uncertainties

 Relatively flat NNLO correction



 quantitative effect smaller than 
previously anticipated from gg 
only: at the 20% level (μ=mH)

R.Boughezal, F.Caola, K.Melnikov, ,F.Petriello, M.Schulze (2015)%
R.Boughezal, C.Focke, W.Giele ,X.Liu, F.Petriello (2015)%

(see also X. Chen, T. Gehrmann, E.W.N. Glover, M. Jaquier (2014)) 

15 years after the first NLO computation NNLO corrections to the H+jet cross 
section have been computed (still in the effective field theory approach)

 Calculation carried out with 
three independent methods !

H+jet at NNLO



Dijets
A. & T.  Gehrmann, N. Glover, %

J.Currie,J.Pires (2013,2014)

 gg channel completed in 2013

J.Currie, Radcor 2015

 new results include qg and 
qqbar channel at leading color

 The qq channel becomes important at pT > 1 TeV

 This should be already a good 
approximation for not too large jet pT

 The NNLO impact seems relatively small



Vector-boson pair production

J.Ohnemus (1993); U.Baur, T.Han, J.Ohnemus (1998)

Wγ,Zγ,WW, WZ, ZZ production known in NLO QCD since quite some time

B.Mele, P.Nason,G.Ridolfi (1991)
S.Frixione, P.Nason,G.Ridolfi (1992); S.Frixione (1993)Also including leptonic decay

L.Dixon,Z.Kunszt,A.Signer (1999); J.Campbell,K.Ellis (1999)
D. de Florian, A.Signer (2000)

Two-loop helicity amplitudes for WW,WZ 
and ZZ production recently evaluated T.Gehrmann, A. von Manteuffel, L.Tancredi (2014)%

F.Caola,J.Henn,K.Melnikov, A.Smirnov, V.Smirnov (2014)

NLO EW corrections have also been studied

W.Hollik, C.Meier (2004)%
E.Accomando, A.Denner,C.Meier (2005)%

A.Bierweiler, T.Kasprzik,J.Kuhn,S.Uccirati(2012)%
M.Billoni, S.Dittmaier, B.Jager,C.Speckner (2013)%

A. Denner, S. Dittmaier, M. Hecht, C. Pasold (2014)

all this implemented in MCFM

The gluon fusion loop contribution (part of NNLO) 
to Zγ, ZZ and WW is also known (often assumed to 
provide the dominant NNLO contribution)

T.Binoth et al. (2005,2008)%
M.Duhrssen et al. (2005)

 L.Amettler et al. (1985)%
J. van der Bij, N.Glover (1988)

K. Adamson, D. de Florian, A.Signer (2000)

NNLO calculation now possible



Munich

Openloops

NNLO accuracy NNLL resummation

Two-loop%
amplitudes

qT subtraction

qT resummation

Our framework
S. Kallweit, D. Rathlev, M.Wiesemann, MG 



The WW cross section at NNLO
T. Gehrmann, S. Kallweit, P. Maierhofer, A. von Manteuffel, 

S. Pozzorini, D. Rathlev, L. Tancredi, MG (2014)

The NNLO effect in the 4FS ranges from 
9 to 12 % when √s varies from 7 to 14 TeV

gg contribution 35% of the full NNLO effect

We choose μF=μR =mW  as central scale

Scale uncertainties computed by varying 
μF and μR  simultaneously and 
independently with %
1/2 mW  < μF, μR <2mW and 1/2 < μF/μR<2

Comparing with 5FS with subtraction of 
tt and Wt contribution we find 
agreement at the 1(2)% level



Jet veto efficiency: NNLO

Suppression wrt NLO seems consistent with POWHEG c.f. P.Monni, G.Zanderighi (2014)

Only jet veto is applied 
here and gg channel is 
not included

NNLO corrections 
lead to a suppression of 
the efficiency by 7-10 %

Suppression is driven by 
the suppression of QCD 
corrections in the jet 
vetoed cross section

S. Kallweit, N.Moretti, S. Pozzorini, D. Rathlev, MG (preliminary)



Jet veto efficiency: S-MC@NLO

Only jet veto is applied 
here and gg channel is 
not included

S-MC@NLO leads to a 
larger efficiency wrt NNLO

S-MC@NLO marginally 
consistent with NNLO 
within scale uncertainties

S. Kallweit, N.Moretti, S. Pozzorini, D. Rathlev, MG (preliminary)



Jet veto efficiency: MEPS@NLO

MEPS@NLO leads to a 
further suppression of the 
efficiency vs NNLO

NNLO and MEPS@NLO 
results consistent within 
uncertainties

Only jet veto is applied 
here and gg channel is 
not included

S. Kallweit, N.Moretti, S. Pozzorini, D. Rathlev, MG (preliminary)



pT-veto efficiency
S. Kallweit, D. Rathlev, M.Wiesemann, MG (to appear)
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NEW:

In the recent CMS 
measurement the WW 
spectrum from POWHEG is 
reweighted to an approximate 
NNLL+NLO calculation

P.Meade, H.Ramani, M.Zeng (2014)

Full NNLL+NNLO calculation would lead to a decrease of the efficiency

✏(pvetoT ) = �(pT < pvetoT )/�

Use now pT efficiency:

Q variations



pp→ZZ+X at NNLO
F.Cascioli, T.Gehrmann, S.Kallweit, P.Maierhoefer, A. von Manteuffel,%

S.Pozzorini, D.Rathlev, L.Tancredi, E.Weihs, MG (2014)

Inclusive cross sections for on shell ZZ pairs at NNLO

NNLO effect ranges from 12 
to 17 % when √s varies from 7 
to 14 TeV

gg contribution 58-62% of the 
full NNLO effect

We choose μF=μR =mZ  as 
central scale



NEW:
pp→ZZ+X at NNLO: lepton 

decays and off-shell effects%
S. Kallweit, D. Rathlev, MG (preliminary)

Use ATLAS cuts to define fiducial region: 
pTl > 7  GeV       |ηl| < 2.7   ΔR(l,l)>0.2    
66 GeV < mll < 116 GeV

σ(fb) LO NLO NLO+gg NNLO ATLAS

2e2μ

Consider pp→ZZ→e+e- μ+μ-  at 8 TeV

6.95+0.46
�0.61 9.86+0.54

�0.35 10.72+1.11
�0.76 11.2+0.78

�0.60 11.1± 1.3

NNLO corrections further improve agreement with the data (but data 
have still large uncertainties)



NEW:
pp→ZZ+X at NNLO: lepton 

decays and off-shell effects%
S. Kallweit, D. Rathlev, MG (preliminary)

Use now CMS cuts

pTe > 7  GeV       |ηe| < 2.5  %
pTμ > 5  GeV       |ημ| < 2.4   
60 GeV < mll < 120 GeV

Consider pp→ZZ→e+e- μ+μ-  at 8 TeV



Summary

NLO QCD predictions are essential for a reliable description of hard 
scattering processes at hadron colliders

Sophisticated NLO+Parton Shower simulations (not covered in this talk) 
are now possible for multi-particle processes

For many years the bottleneck has been the evaluation of  virtual 
corrections: thanks to the use of both traditional techniques and new 
methods based on unitarity  the problem is “in principle” solved

The field of NNLO calculations has seen an enormous progress in the 
last two years



- they provide a precise estimate of higher order corrections   
when cuts are applied (no need of large extrapolation factors)

- the corresponding acceptances can be compared with those 
obtained with standard MC event generators

Fully exclusive NNLO results are particularly useful

Summary

I have briefly reviewed the most recent developments in NNLO 
calculations and discussed some new results

- top, Higgs and W+jet production, dijets
- vector boson pair production

- N3LO barrier broken with first calculation for Higgs production

- First NNLO+PS simulations for Higgs and vector boson production

Not covered in this talk



Backup



Vector-boson pair production
Up to about one year ago, complete NNLO predictions existed only for 
diphoton production S.Catani, L.Cieri, D.de Florian,,G.Ferrera, MG (2011)
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This calculation allowed to resolve discrepancies in the comparison to data



The qT subtraction method
S. Catani, MG (2007)

The amplitudes contributing to the NNLO cross section are separately divergent
to obtain a finite cross section out of them is still a non trivial task

d�F
(N)NLO = HF

(N)NLO ⇥ d�F
LO +

�
d�F+jets

(N)LO � d�CT
(N)LO

⇥

The qT subtraction method allows us to write the cross section to produce an 
arbitrary system F of non colored particles in hadronic collisions as

NLO F+jets cross 
section computed with 
dipole subtraction

universal 
counterterm

process dependent hard-
collinear function

S. Catani, L.Cieri, D. de Florian, G.Ferrera, MG (2013)%
T. Gehrmann, T.Lubbert,L.Yang (2014)

Recently its general form in terms of the relevant virtual amplitudes for an arbitrary 
colour singlet F has been provided up to NNLO

the method can be applied also to vector boson pair production

The hard-collinear function        has been explicitly computed up to NNLO for vector and 
Higgs boson production S. Catani, MG (2010)%

S. Catani, L.Cieri, D. de Florian, G.Ferrera, MG (2013)

HF



The WW cross section at NNLO

The WW cross section cannot be naively defined in QCD perturbation theory

Already at NLO there are 
contributions with final state b-quarks 
coming from Wt production (+30-60%)

At NNLO it is even worse with doubly 
resonant tt diagrams which enhance 
the cross section at 7(14) TeV by a 
factor 4(8)

In the 5-flavor scheme diagrams with real b-quarks are crucial to cancel collinear 
singularities from g →bb splitting

T. Gehrmann, S. Kallweit, P. Maierhofer, A. von Manteuffel, 
S. Pozzorini, D. Rathlev, L. Tancredi, MG (2014)

-

-

A first possible solution: use the 4-flavor scheme: the bottom quarks are 
massive: we can omit diagrams with b-quark emissions and obtain a 
consistent WW cross section at NNLO



The 4FNS-5FNS ambiguities

Cross section in the 5FNS with a b-jet 
veto compared to the 4FNS result

At large values of             the 5FNS result%
suffers from a huge contamination from 
top resonances

pveto
T,bjet

This contamination is suppressed with a 
b-jet veto but for                                 it%
remains as large as 10% at NNLO

pveto
T,bjet ⇠ 30 GeV

As                      the 5FNS cross section 
displays a logarithmic singularity 
associated to the g →bb splitting

pveto
T,bjet ! 0

This sensitivity to             represents a theoretical ambiguity of the 5FNSpveto
T,bjet



The WW cross section in the 5FNS
A better definition of the 5FNS cross 
section can be obtained by exploiting 
the different scaling behaviour with 1/Γt

Doubly (singly) resonant diagrams 
scale quadratically (linearly) with  1/Γt

A.Denner, S.Dittmaier, S.Kallweit,S.Pozzorini (2012)%
F.Cascioli, P.Maierhofer, S.Kallweit, S.Pozzorini (2013)

As                      the logarithmic 
singularity is still present but for %
                           the 5FNS result is 
approximately independent on the veto

pveto
T,bjet ! 0

pveto
T,bjet ⇠> 10 GeV

The agreement with the 4FNS result is at the 1(2)% level for 8(14) TeV

tt and Wt component subtracted by 
exploiting this different behaviour
-



Jet veto efficiency

We compare our fixed-order results with those obtained from an NLO 
merged and an NLO matched simulation with Sherpa+Openloops

F.Cascioli, S.Hoche, F.Krauss,P.Maierhofer, 
S.Pozzorini, F.Siegert (2013)

NLO matching  (S-MC@NLO) includes WW+1 parton and WW virtual ME

NLO merging  (MEPS@NLO) also WW+2 partons and WW+1 parton virtual ME

A preliminary estimate of scale uncertainties is obtained by varying factorisation 
(μF), renormalisation ( μR) and resummation (μQ) scales in the following way:

- μ0/2 < μF=μR =μQ  < 2μ0

- μ0/2 < μF=μQ  < 2μ0               μR = μ0

- μ0/2 < μR < 2μ0               μF =μQ= μ0

NLO merging  (MEPS@NLO): the merging 
scale is taken to be Qcut =20 ± 10 GeV

S. Kallweit, N.Moretti, S. Pozzorini, D. Rathlev, MG (preliminary)



pp→Wγ +X at NNLO
S.Kallweit,D.Rathlev, MG (2015)

pTmiss > 35 GeV

ATLAS cuts (arXiv:1302.1283)

pγT > 15 GeV plT > 25 GeV

|ηl| < 2.47|ηγ| < 2.37

ΔR(l/γ,jet) > 0.3

ΔR(l,γ) > 0.7

jets: anti-kt with D=0.4
pTjet > 15 GeV |ηjet| < 2.47

R=  0.4
ε=  0.5photon isolation: 

smooth cone

Njet � 0

Njet = 0

+21%


